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What is color?

Color is an attribute of visual sensation.

From M. D. Fairchild, Color Appearance Models, Third Edition (2013).

The color appearance of an object requires:

I a light source

I the object’s material, which reflects,
transmits and/or absorbs incident light

I an observer’s visual system
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Color Formation

A function of wavelength λ, the spectral power
distribution (SPD) of a color signal C (λ) is the
product of the SPD of a light source E (λ) and a
reflectance spectrum S(λ):

C (λ) = E (λ)S(λ).

We represent these functions as 61-dimensional
vectors by sampling them every 5 nm between
400 and 700 nm:

C = diag(E)S = E ∗ S = S ∗ E.

= ×

Multiplication by CIE “standard observer”
color-matching functions xyz maps a color signal
to imaginary XYZ primaries:X

Y
Z

 = xyz C.

X

Y

Z

 = ×
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Color Formation

A color appearance model is needed to compute colors from XYZ coordinates.

A simple model multiplies XYZ coordinates by a 3× 3 matrix that concatenates a chromatic
adaptation, a mapping to a color space and possibly a tone-mapping operator.

When multiplied by xyz, this matrix yields a 3× 61 matrix M that takes a color signal to a color:

R
G
B

 = MC.

In total, for a single light bounce, going from two spectra to a color requires 424 floating point
operations. Worse yet, 61 floating point values must be fetched at each reflection.
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The RGB Approximation

In computer graphics, the notion of an observer is omitted, and a color is computed by simply
multiplying the color of the light source by the “color” of the material:

R
G
B


C

= ME ∗MS =

R
G
B


E

∗

R
G
B


S

6= ME ∗ S

This requires only 3 floating point operations and 3 fetches at each reflection.

The approximation fails when E and S aren’t close enough to a scaled white∗.

Other shortcomings: can’t model metamerism or light interference effects (e.g., iridescence).

∗C. F. Borges. 1991. Trichromatic approximation method for surface illumination. JOSA 8, pp. 1319–1323.
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Finite-Dimensional Linear Models of Spectra
We use a 61×m orthonormal basis Q, obtained

by a principal component analysis (PCA) of color

signals, to form m-dimensional representations of

spectra in the form of basis coefficients.

e = QTE s = QTS

E ≈ Qe S ≈ Qs

Typically, 4 ≤ m ≤ 9 yields sufficient accuracy.

m = 4
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Typically, 4 ≤ m ≤ 9 yields sufficient accuracy.

m = 9

But computing an m-dimensional color signal

requires an m ×m matrix-vector multiplication:

c = QT diag (Qs)Q e C ≈ Qc.

If the quantity in red is computed in advance for
each reflectance spectrum, this requires fetching
of m2 floating point values and ∼ 2m2

operations at each reflection.
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Spectral Sharpening

Similarly to a method by Mark Drew and Graham
Finlayson∗, we transform our orthonormal basis
Q by an m ×m matrix T in such a way that the
coefficients of the resulting basis “sharp” basis Q̃
can be multiplied componentwise with low error:

Q̃ = QT.

→

Sharp basis coefficients are computed with the
pseudoinverse: ẽ = Q̃+E, s̃ = Q̃+S.

Color signals are computed by multiplying sharp
basis coefficients, as in RGB rendering, but with
m dimensions instead of three:

c̃ = s̃ ∗ ẽ.

At each pixel, sharp basis coefficients are

mapped to a color:[
R ,G ,B

]T
= MQ̃ c̃.

where MQ̃ is a 3×m matrix.

∗Multispectral processing without spectra. 2003, JOSA 20, pp. 1181–1193.
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Finding T

For p illuminants and q reflectance spectra, the
sledgehammer approach to finding T minimizes
the total residual error explicitly:

min.

p∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

∥∥∥Q̃ ẽi ∗ s̃j −QQTEi ∗ Sj

∥∥∥2
2
,

an m · p × q non-convex sum of squares
problem, solved, e.g., by sequential quadratic
programming.

If second bounces are included, the size of the
problem grows exponentially.

Using more clever methods, we can solve a much
smaller m · p × d problem (d ≤ 9) that
converges to the same solutions. With second
bounces included this increases to m · q × d ,
which is large, but tractable.

No more than two bounces are necessary,
because the error magnitude decreases
sufficiently quickly with the magnitude of the
color signals.
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Results - Accuracy
Our Cornell box scene contains about 220,000 triangles, 17,000 reflectance spectra and one
rectangular area light source. Most of the lighting is indirect.

To test our method, we use three standard illuminants as light sources: D65, a daylight simulator;
Illuminant A, an incandescent light source; and F2, a spiky fluorescent. We also use their average.

D65 A F2
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D65

m = 61 RGB
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D65

∆E00

median 0.73, 99%tile 2.7, max. 5.6
RGB
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D65

m = 61 m = 4
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D65

∆E00

median 0.46, 99%tile 1.4, max. 3.9
m = 4
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D65

∆E00

median 0.16, 99%tile 0.67, max. 5.7
m = 8
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A

m = 61 RGB
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A

∆E00

median 2.9, 99%tile 6.2, max. 21
RGB
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A

m = 61 m = 4
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A

∆E00

median 1.4, 99%tile 2.9, max. 8.9
m = 4
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A

∆E00

median 0.68, 99%tile 1.6, max. 6.9
m = 5
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A

∆E00

median 0.16, 99%tile 0.8, max. 4.9
m = 7
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A (adapted to D65)

m = 61 RGB
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A (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 3.2, 99%tile 6.1, max. 11
RGB
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A (adapted to D65)

m = 61 m = 4
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A (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 1.5, 99%tile 4.4, max. 7.8
m = 4
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A (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 0.70, 99%tile 2.7, max. 5.2
m = 5
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A (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 0.13, 99%tile 0.58, max. 2.7
m = 7
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F2

m = 61 RGB
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F2 (adapted to D65)

m = 61 RGB
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F2 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 4.4, 99%tile 9.4, max. 14
RGB
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F2 (adapted to D65)

m = 61 m = 4
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F2 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 1.1, 99%tile 2.7, max. 3.6
m = 4
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F2 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 0.77, 99%tile 1.5, max. 2.8
m = 5
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F2 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 0.22, 99%tile 0.72, max. 6.8
m = 8
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[D65 + A + F2]/3

m = 61 RGB
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[D65 + A + F2]/3

∆E00

median 2.7, 99%tile 5.1, max. 9.2
RGB
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[D65 + A + F2]/3 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 2.9, 99%tile 5.0, max. 8.6
RGB
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[D65 + A + F2]/3 (adapted to D65)

m = 61 m = 4
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[D65 + A + F2]/3 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 2.0, 99%tile 4.0, max. 6.6
m = 4
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[D65 + A + F2]/3 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 1.1, 99%tile 2.8, max. 5.0
m = 5
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[D65 + A + F2]/3 (adapted to D65)

∆E00

median 0.33, 99%tile 1.2, max. 2.3
m = 7
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Results - Path-Tracer Performance

Relative costs of rendering the 704× 704 Cornell box scene with a simple Russian Roulette path
tracer, using NVIDIA Optix and its BVH acceleration structure∗.

m
RGB 4 5 6 7 8 9 61

1.0 1.0

1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.4 3.1

∗Platform: Intel Core i7-970 CPU, Ubuntu 12.10 (AMD64, Linux kernel 3.5.0-45-generic), GeForce GTX 580 (NVIDIA driver version
319.60), Optix 3.5.1. Floating point values were computed and stored with 32 bits.
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Results - Real-Time Performance

Relative costs of rendering a 1024× 768 textured, full-screen quad with ambient lighting∗ (a worst
case scenario).

m
RGB 4 5 6 7 8 9 61

1.0

1.2 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.5 1.6 28

∗Platform: Intel Core i7-970 CPU, Ubuntu 12.04 (AMD64, Linux kernel 3.5.0-40-generic), GeForce GTX 580 (NVIDIA driver version
295.53 with OpenGL 4.2.0). Floating point values were computed and stored with 32 bits, and the alpha channel was reserved for
transparency.
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Real-Time Iridescence

(video demo)
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bubbles.avi


Summary of Method

One-time preprocesses:

I Construct Q from PCA of color signals
formed by all pairwise combinations of light
source and material spectra.

I Solve an optimization problem to find T.

I Compute sharp basis Q̃ = QT.

I Compute and save sharp basis coefficients for
all light source and material spectra.

While rendering:

I Perform all lighting calculations with m sharp
basis coefficients instead of 3 RGB values.

I When lighting calculations are done convert

sharp basis coefficients at each pixel to a

color with a 3×m matrix multiplication.
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Color appearance prediction is not a new problem.

In woven and embroidered stuffs the appearance of colors is profoundly affected by their
juxtaposition with one another (purple, for instance, appears different on white and on
black wool), and also by differences of illumination. Thus embroiderers say that they often
make mistakes in their colors when they work by lamplight, and use the wrong ones.

Aristotle, Meterologica, c. 350 B.C.
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Thank you!

Questions? Collaborations?

snowshoe@uvic.ca
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